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SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, resident inspection was conducted in the
areas of plant operations safety verification,
surveillance testing, maintenance activities, follovup
on Licenseo Event Reports, followup on previous
inspection findings and licensee self assessment.
capability.

Results: In the areas inspected, two violations, two non-cited
violations (NCVs) and an emergency drill weakness were
noted. One violation involved a failure to meet
Technical Specification staffing in the control room
(paragraph 2.d). The second violation involved the
failtre to maintain a vont path during mid-loop
operations due to an inadequate procedure (paragraph
4.b). One NCV involved the failure to follow an
operating procedure for issuing.special orders
(paragraph 2.e). The second NCV. involved the failure to
follow a procedure'for overtime approval (paragraph
4.c). *

An emergency drill weakness was noted involving the
failure to aggressively pursue mitigation strategies
(paragraph 2.f).
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Idcensee Emnloyees

D. Baxter Support Operations Manager
*A. Beaver Operations Manager
*J. Boyle Work Control Superintendent
D. Bumgardner Unit 1 Operations Manager

*B. Caldwell Training Manager
T. Curtis System Engineering Manager

*J. Foster Station Health Physicist
F. Fowler Human Resources Manager

*G. Gilbert Safety Assurance Manager
p. Guill Lcmpliance Engineer
B. Hamilton Superintendent of Operations
B. Hasty Emergency Planner

*P. Herran Engineering Manager
*L. Kunka Compliance Engineer
*T. McConnell Station Manager
T. McHeckin Site Vice President
R. Michael Station chemist

*K. Mullen Compliance Engineer
*M. Nazar Instrument / Electrical Section Manager
T. Pederson Safety Review Supervisor

*N. Pope Instrument and Electrical Superintendent
*R. Sharpe Regulatory Compliance Manager
J. Silver Unit 2 Operations Manager
*E, Travis Component Engineering Manager
ER. White Mechanical Maintenance Superintendent

Other licensee employees contacted included craftsmen,
technicians, operators, mechanics, security force members,
and office personnel.

* Attended exit interview

2. Plant Operations (71707)

a. Observations

The inspection staff revieued plant operations during
the report period to verify conformance with applicable
regulatory requirements. Control room logs, shift
supervisors' logs, shift turnover records and equipment
removal and restoration records were routinely reviewed.
Interviews were conducted with plant operations,
maintenance, chemistry, health physics, and performance
personnel.

Activities within the control room were monitored during
shifts and at shift changes. Actions and/or activities
observed were conducted as prescribed in applicable
station administrative directives. The complement of

.
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licensed personnel on each shift met or exceeded the
minimum requiced by Technical Specifications (TS) except
as noted in paragraph 2.d. The inspectors also reviewed
Problem Investigation Reports (PIRs) and Operations
Incident Reports (01Rs) to determine whether the
licensee was appropriately documenting problems and
implementing corrective actions.

Plant tours taken during the reporting period included,
but were not limited to, the turbine buildings, the
auxiliary building, electrical equipment rooms, cable
spreading rooms, and the station yard zone inside the
protected area.

During the plant tours, ongoing activities,
housekeeping, fire protection, security, equipment
status and radiation control practices were observed.

b. Unit 1 operations

The unit began the inspection period in Mode 5, Cold
Shutdown. Inspection of steam generator tubes was being
performed. Corrective actions were being taken based on
the inspection Jesults. The scope of work included eddy
current tenting in-all S/G cold legs, and in the hot leg
of the 1A S/G. The remaining S/G hot legs were not
going to be tested. This was due to not finding any
significant indications in the 1A S/G. A total of 171
additional tubes were plugged for all four S/Gs,

The reactor was placea on line on June 18, 1992, after a
45 day outage. The unit was at 100 percent power on
June 20, 1992.

c. Unit 2 Operations

The unit began the inspection period at 100 percent
power. It was scheduled to shut down on May 21, 1992,
for S/G tubt spection. On May 20, 1992, the unit
tripped from .all power due the failure of the 2A S/G
feedwater regulator valvo. The valvo closed due to a
failed fuse on the control solenoid. A decision was
made by the licensee to utay down and begin the S/G
inspection outage.

At the end of the inspection period, Unit 2 was in Mode
5, approximately 15 days ahead of schedult for the S/G
inspection outage. A total of 48 tubes were plugged.

d. Control Room Manning
I

on May 17, 1992, the assigned control room (CR) Senior
Reactor Operator (SRO), turned over CR responsibilities

|
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to another saO for a period when he was going to be out
of the CR area. The relieving SRO was busy reviewing a
plant drawing for a task he was working on. While tho

'

turn over was taking place he was heard acknowledging
the turn-over, however, he does not remember having done

,

so.

At 12:38 p.m., the relieving SRO left the CR looking for
some plant drawings. At 12:40 p.m., when the SRO
entered the operations break room, adjacent to the CR,
-he observed the other two shift SROs. Realizing that
there was no SRO in the CR, the SRO immediately returned
to the CR. The time that an SRO was not ' resent in the
CR was approxim&tely two minutes.

When the SRO left the CR, there were four Reactor
Operators (Ros) in there. During the period when there |
was no SRO present, the number of ROs in the CR
decreased to two.

:

Technical Specification 6.2.2.b requires that at least
one SRO be in the control room whenever either unit is :

in Modes 1, 2, 3, or 4. During the period when an SRO
was not present in the control room, Unit 1 was in Mode
5 and Unit.2 was in Mode 1. As a result of this problem
of CR manning requirements, the licensee took corrective
actions which included having a formal turn over sign
off any time the CR SRO has been relieved. In addition,
a plastic sleeve which will fit over the end of the
security badge is assigned to the CR SRO. This prevents
him from exiting the CR without removing the sleeve. In
this manner, no person who is assigned as CR SRO can
inadvertently exit the CR without consciously removing
the sleeve.

The failure to satisfy the TS requirement is identified
as Violetion 369, 370/92-15-01: Failure to Meet TS CR
Manning Requirements.

e. Failure to Follow Procedure for Special Ordero

On May 21, 1992 the inspector noted an informal
instruction sheet in the CR which provided information
regarding reactor coolant level control. Along with
other-information, it indicated that the level
indication system (RVLIS) scale had been converted to
inches from percent and that the computer indication was
limited to 120 inches. This type of information is
important to operators in maintaining level. The
information sheet was unsigned and undated. The control
room copy had a hand written note added to the sheet. A
copy.in the Unit Supervisor's office did not have the

= hand written note. Licensee Operations Management

~_ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . _ _ . _ _ . . _ _. _. _ _ _ . . . .
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Procedure (OMP) 1-2, paragraph 7.1.A. states, " Written
approval procedures shall be used in all facets of our
work. If the need arises that special instructions are
to be~used in performance of our work, these
instructions shall be dated and signed by the
Superintendent of Operations or the Unit Operations
Manager (or their Designee)". OMP 2-1, paragraph 3.4
states, "Special Orders are instructions to the shift
that are not covered by procedures, Station Directives,
OMP's, etc".

Discussions with licensco management disclosed that the
intent is to issue special orders in accordance with the
formal guidance in OMP 2-1 for che type of information
on the instruction sheet. Therefore, this is identified
as NCV.369/92-15-02; Failure to Follow Procedure for
Issuing Special Orders. This is not being cited because
criteria specified in Section VII.B of the NRC
Enforcement Policy were satisfied. The licensee

'

initiated a special order and counseled appropriate
operations personnel before the end of the inspection
period, therefore, this.itam-in closed. ;

The inspector also observed a reactor coolant
overpressure _tect being performed in accordance with *

Procedure TT/2/A/9700/094. The procedure required
energizing pressurizer heaters in manual. It did not
provide for doenergizing the heaters or placing them in

,

automatic when the desired pressure was attained. In
addition, the shutdown procedure for Unit 2
(OP/2/A/6100/02) was not updated before a planned
shutdown. A number of cnanges to the draindown portion
were planned similar to the previous Unit 1 shutdown but
the licensee had not even planned to issue the procedure
until the day of the shutdown. The inspector-noted to
the licensee management that this appeared to be poor
procedure support in light of the management's emphasis
on following procedures,

f. Drill Observation
.

The inspectors observed an emergency drill on June 18,
1992. -The scenario involved a large break loss of
coolant accident and the unavailability of sump
recirculation capability._ Therefore, the Refueling
Water. Storage Tank (RWST)-was being depleted. While the
licensee did pursue an alternate lineup to recover
recirculation, there did not appear to be an aggressive
teamwork approach to develop mitigational strategies for
refilling the RWST. The licensee also noted some
weaknesses in utilizing the licensee's new organization
in_the drill. This weakness appears to be related to
the new organization in part. The licensee indicated-
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that additional training would be forthcoming and that
implementation of the new organization in emergency
preparedness (originally scheduled for July 1, 1992)
would be delayed one month.

One violation was-identified in the area of control room
manning. One NCV was also identified and involved the
failure to follow procedures.

.

3. Surveillance Testing (61726)

Selected surveillance tests were analyzed and/or witnessed by
the resident inspection staff to ascertain procedural and
performance adequacy and conformance with the applicable TS.

Selected tests were witnessed to ascertain that current
written approved procedures were available and in use, that
test equipment in use was calibrated, that test prerequisites
were mot, that system restoration was completed and
acceptance criteria were mot.

The nelected test listed below was reviewed or witnessed in
detail:

IEEpCEDURE EOUIPMENT/ TEST

TT/2/A/9700/094 NC System Overpressure for
,

Hydro Test

PT/0/A/4200/02 Standby Shutdown Facility
Diesel Generator Test

PT/2/A/4401/01A KC Train 2A Performance Test

PT/1/A/4209/01B Centrifugal Charging Pump 1B
Performance Test

PT/1/A/4403/02A RN Train A Valve Stroke Turning
Quarterly - Unit 1

PT/2/A/4355/01A- Diesel Generator 2A Room Sump
Pump Performance Test

No violations or deviations were identified.

4. Maintenance Observations-(62703)

a. Observation-

Routine maint< nance activities were reviewed and/or
witnessed by the resident inspection staff to ascertain
procedural and performance adequacy and conformance with '

| the applicable TS.

;
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The selected activities witucosed were examined to
ascertain that, where applicabic, current written
approved procedures were available and in use, that
prerequisites were met, that equipment restoration was
completed and maintenance results were adequate.

The selected maintenance activities listed below were
reviewed or witnessed in detail:

iLQEE. EGEST bSTIVITl

08396E PM Perform PM on D/G Room Sump
Pump 2A1

08398E PM Perform PM on D/G Room Sump
"

Pump 2A3

98614 NSM Set-up Valve Operator and
verify new thrust values with
VOTES testing on 1CA-86

99098 NSM Replace Day Tank Level
Transmitter

b. Failure to Maintain Mid-Loop Vent Path

on June 11, 1992, the licensee replaced the manway on
Unit 1 S/G 'B' cold leg. This eliminated the reactor
coolant system vent path established for mid-loop
cperations. The path established for the S/G inspection
outage was through the hot leg side of the S/G, through
the U-tubes and out the cold leg manway. This was a
different path than what had been previously used. The
licensee b9gan replacing the manway by initially
installing the diaphragm at 1:00 a.m. This, in effect,
deleted the verit path. The licensee recovered by
opening a vent path in 'A' C/G at approximately 11:00
a.m. The licensee recognized the problem during the
early morning turnover at approximately 6:00 a.m. The
person controlling the SG work effort had to leave the
site early the evening before and had not expected work
to progress as fast. The licensee's investigation
disclosed that the procedure for controlling manway
installation, MP/0/A/7650/97, Steam Generator Primary
Manway Removal and Replacement Using a Multi-Stud
Tensioner, was deficient. Controls were not placed in
this procedure to assure that the vent path remained
open.

Shutdown risk and mid-loop precautione have been
regularly emphasized by the inspectors and also by the
licensee's management. The licensee was aware of the
need for a vent path during reduced inventory and the

|
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need for adequate procedures. TS 6.8.1 requires
procedures to be established and implemented envering
maintenance activities. Contrary to this TS
requirement, the above procedure was inadequate. Its
implementation led to the loss of a vent path for the |
teactor coolant system. This vent path is required, in
the event that decay heat removal capability is lost, to
prevent pressurization should boiling occur. This is
identified as Violation 369, 370/92-15-03; Inadequate
Procedure Caused a Loss of Vent Path During Mid-Loop
operations.

c. Failure to Follow Procedure for Overtime Approval

TS 6.2.2 requires the licensee to have controls on
overtime to assure people are fit for various work
activities. Licensee Station Directive 2.0.10, Overtime
Authorization for Personnel Performing Safety Related
Functions, is provided to control this activity. On
March 7, 1992, the licensee discovered that a
maintenance crew had worked greater than 72 heutt in one
week. This was done without having advance written
approval by the Shift Manager as required by the
procedure. The licensee followed up with appropriate
retraining of-personnel but they failed to recognize
that the reason for exceeding the guidelines was not
specified which is also a roouirement of the procedure.
Step 5.5.4 states " Describe the basis for exceeding the
guideline".- This is identified as NCV 369, 370/92-15-
04; Failure to Follow Procedure for Overtime Approval.
The lack of prior-approval aspect of the violation will
not be subject to enforcement action because the
licensee's efforts in identifying and correcting the
violation meet the criteria specified in Section VII.B.
of the Enforcement Policy. The-NIU: identified aspect of
the violation is not being cited because criteria
specified in Section VII.D of the NRC Enforcement Policy
were satisfied,

d. Relief Request for Non-code Repair of Main Feedwater
| Inspection Port

The licensee provided inspection access ports in the
Main Feedwater (CF) piping between the last CF valve and
the Steam Generators. These ports contain a threaded
-plug which is-seal welded-to-prevent-leakage.
Structural integrity is maintained by the threads. The
licensee found the seal wold to be-leaking when Unit 1
started up on June-17, 1992. The licensee verbally
requested from the NRC that they be allowed to peen the
leaking seal weld in lieu of performing a code weld-
repair. The NRC granted the relief dependent on, the
licensee performing an evaluation of any interactions

I
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which could be caused-by an ejected plug and the
licensee formally submitting a documented relief
request. The licensee performed the peening operation
on-the seal weld and this repaired the leak.

One violation was identified involving an inadequate
procedure. One NCV was identified involving a failure to
follow procedure related tc, control of personnel overtime.

5. Licensee Event Report (LED) and Part 21 Followup
(9070P,90712,92700)

The below listed LERs weTe reviewed to determine if the
information provided met NRC requirements. The determination
included: adequacy of description, verification of
compliance with TS and ' regulatory requirements, corrective
action taken, existence; of_ potential generic problems,
reporting requirements satisfied, and the relativa safety
significance of each event. Additional inplant reviews and
discussion with-plant. personnel, as appropriate, were
conducted for those r'aports indicated by an (*). The
following LERs are closed:

*369/90-02 Hold Down Screws on Sylvania
Contactors in Motor Control Centers
were Found Loose because of a
Manufacturing Deficiency

*370/90-08 A Manual Unit 2 Reactor Trip was
Initiated due to a Control Rod ,

Failure Caused by a Possible
Equipment Failure

3' )/90-27 A Solid State Protection System
General Warning Reactor Trip
Occurred on Unit 1-because of an
Equipment Failure / Malfunction

369/91-04 A Unit 1 Reactor Trip Occurred due
to the Manual-Opening of a Reactor
Trip Breaker because of a Management
Deficiency and Possible
Inappropriate Action

370/91-05 Inadvertent Engineered Safety
Features Actuation because Dilsel
Generator 2B Automatic <'11y Started
Due to an Inappropriate Action

370/91-12, Rev. 1 Automatic Reactor Trip due to a
Control Rod Failure

.
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I; 369/91-14 Train A of the Containment Spray
System was Ir. operable dua to a
Mispositioned Valve. Corrective
Action to this event will be tracked
under Violation 369, 370/92-08-03.

*369/91-16 Qualified Fuel AsserSlies were
Stored Improperly in che Unit 1
Spent Fuel Pool due to a Defective
Procedure

*369/92-04 Engineered Safety Features Actuation
Occurred due to Management
Deficiencies (Non-Cited Violation
No. 369/92-10-01)

*369/94 05 Essential Trains A and B Were
Inoperable due to a Missed TS
Requirement (Violation Nos. 369/92-
08-0* 369,370/92-08-03)

-

369/92-07 Main Steam Isolation Signal on
Negative Rate of Decrease was
Generated While Filling 1D S/G due
to a Failure to Follow Procedure.
Corrective actions for this item
will be tracked under Violation
369/92-13-01

The folloaing 10 CFR Part 21 Reports were reviewed to
~

ascertain that the licensee had received the reports and
implementad appropriate corrective actions:

P21 91-03 Rockbestos RE hS-500 Silicone Rubber
Activation Energy Values for
Firewall GR 'licone Rubber
Insulated C._4e and Firezone R
Special Purpose Cable

P21 91-06 Terry Turbine Overspeed Trip Tappet
Can Swell Impacting Reset After Trip

No violations or deviations were identified.

6. Fo) .4up on Previous Inspection Findings (92701, 92702)

The following previously identified items were reviewed to
ascertain that the licensee's responses, where applicable,
and licensee actions were in compliance with regulatory
requirements and corrective actions have been implemented.

|
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Selective verification included record review, observations,
and discussions with licensee personnel.

a. (Closed) Violation 369/91-19-01: Violation of Fuel
Handling Technical Specifications. The inspector
verified that plant procedures have been revised to
prevent a recurrence of this event as addressed in
responses dated october 3, 1991, and November 25, 1991.

b. (Closed) Inspector Follow-up Item 369,370/91-27-01:
Establishment of a Program to Control Materials in the
spent Fuel Pools. The inspector reviewed the draft
program, which is undergoing review and approval.

No violations or deviations were identified.
,

7._ Followup of Three Mile Island (TMI) Items (TI 2515/65)

The inspector reviewed the licensee's actions relative to TMI
Item III.D.3.4.3, Control Room Habitability. This issue is
addressed in the Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 9.4
and the NRC Safety Evaluation Report, Supplement 4, pages
22-68. The NRC staff concluded that control room design was
acceptable without modifications. Therefore, this item is
closed completing all followup action for' Temporary
Instruction 2515/65, Rev. 2, TMI Action Plan Requirement
Followup.

No violaticns or deviations were identified.

8. Evaluation of License Self-Assessment Capability (40500)

The inspector observed a preliminary exit interview and held
discussions with licensee personnel regarding a Consolidated
Performance Assessment Audit performed by the Quality
Verification (QV) Department. Areas covered included fire
protection, operations, maintenance, modifications, inservice
inspection and corrective action. The 'eam consisted of
eight QV specialists, 17 personnel from various licenste
organizations and other sites and one consultant. The team
identified seven findings, 15 followup items, O
observations, 12 recomm:ndations and 2 good practices.
: Findings involved failure to follow procedures, inadequate
procedures, failure to update a vendor manual and an-
operability concern. The review appeared to be in depth and
beneficial based on ths findings and other items identified.

.

The findings and other items also reflected a good technical
knowledge and knowledge of requirements.

No violations or deviations were identified.
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9. . Inspection of the Location of the Manual Trip Circuit in
Solid State Protection System (TI 2500/14)

The inspector assured that the-licensee is using controlled
drawings that accurately depict the actual location of the
manual trip circuit in relation to output transistors Q3 and
Q4 in the undervoltage output ci;cuit of the solid state |

protection circuit, as required by TI 2500/14. The manual
trip circuits are downstream of the output transistors, as
required.

No violations or deviations were identified.

10. Exit Interview (30703)
|

The inspection scope and finding identified beler vare !
summarized on June 22, 1992,_with those' persons indicated in
paragraph 1 above. The following items were discussed in
detail:

Violation 369,370/92-15-01: Failure to Meet Technical
Specification Control Poom Manning Requirements (paragraph
2.d).

Non-Cited Violation 369/92-15-02: Failure to Follow
Procedure for Issuing Special Orders (paragraph 2.e).

Violation 369/370/92-15-03: Inadequate Procedure Caused a
Loss of Vent Path During Mid-Loop Operations (paragraph 4 b).

-Non-Cited Violation 369,370/92-15-04: Failure to Follow
Procedure for Overtime Approval (paragraph 4.c).

The licensee's representatives present offered no~ dissenting
"omments, nor did they identify as proprietary any of the.

information re viewed by the inspectors during the course of
their inspection.


